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EUROBANK AND MANCHESTER UNITED CONTINUE THEIR LONG-STANDING 

COOPERATION  

The football club and the bank continue their partnership for the seventh year in a row  

 

Belgrade, June 23rd, 2021 - Eurobank signed a new agreement on cooperation with 

Manchester United, a globally renowned football club, and thus continued the 

successful partnership established in 2014. Thanks to this collaboration, Eurobank 

clients can become owners of co-branded debit, credit and prepaid payment cards with 

the Manchester United logo. In addition to standard functionalities, such as contact-free 

transactions and online payments, owners of these cards also have the option of 

participating in numerous promo campaigns with valuable prizes, including a visit to the 

Old Trafford Stadium. 

‘Since the launch of this partnership, we have issued nearly 30,000 Eurobank Manchester 

United co-branded credit, debit and prepaid payment cards. Also, as an exclusive partner 

of the reputable football club, we have organised many unique sports events for our 

clients, partners, media and employees. We would like to thank Manchester United for 

this exceptional cooperation and we are certain that we will continue with projects of 

outstanding relevance for the banking market, as well as the entire community, through 

corporate responsibility,’ says Slavica Pavlović, President of the Executive Board in 

Eurobank. 

Within this fruitful cooperation, Eurobank brought the Manchester United Soccer School 

to Serbia in September 2019, when young footballers aged 11 from all over the country, 

football coaches and children from the Centres for Children without Parental Care and 

the SOS Children’s Village Kraljevo had the opportunity to improve their sports skills. 

Eurobank won the prestigious VIRTUS Award for contribution to local community at the 

national level for organising the Manchester United Soccer School. Also, within this 

partnership, Belgrade hosted the legends of this renowned football club, including Peter 

Schmeichel, Nemanja Vidić, Wes Brown and Dwight Yorke.  

Seven years of the partnership between Eurobank and Manchester United have brought 

impressive results. Thanks to the continuation of this partnership, this trend will be 

continued and Eurobank clients can expect new benefits and interesting activations in the 

upcoming period.  

http://www.eurobank.rs/
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For all additional information, please contact the authorised public relations agency, Represent 

Communications. Contact: Ivana Pavlović, +381 63 345 329, ivana.pavlovic@represent.rs. 
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